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Intorduction
For three decades, Computer Network Systems Limited (CNS) has been the proud pioneer of innovative
software products, services, and solutions across Bangladesh. Starting as a small software developer in
1992, with a vision to redeﬁne IT, CNS has grown into the Nation's leading software provider.
At CNS we understand what it takes to build a successful organization and our products are built with
your success in mind. CNS’ Grievance and Complaint Redressal System is built to the highest
international standards, designed with user experience in mind and kept up to date with the latest
technologies.
With CNS you can be sure that you will receive a high quality, user friendly and cost-effective software
that is built for Bangladeshi organisations by Bangladeshi software developers. That is why at CNS we
are proud to be ‘The National Choice’ for Bangladesh.
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Grievance and Complaint Redressal System
CNS’ Grievance and Complaint Redressal System is an industry leading software
designed for medium to large organisations looking to implement a modern automated
solution for managing complaints, grievances, customer feedback and more. The
System is designed with the needs of your organisation in mind and comes with a
number of core modules and features.

Name of Core Modules
Administration Module
The Administration Module allows for
the setup and conﬁguration of the
system by authorised administrators.

Complaint Module
The Complaint Module is designed to
provide your organisation with clear
feedback.
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Administration Module
The Administration Module allows for the setup and conﬁguration of the system by
authorised administrators. This includes everything from basic setup, such as actions
setup, priority setup and complaint type setup, through to more complex actions like user
type setup. Additionally, administrators can conﬁgure common services and reviewer
inquiry time as well as setting the form of complaint receive method, for example by
email, chat, SMS or phone call.
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ĦĞĿĘ¾ăğŎΟ]ĦÝœĘá
8LI'SQTPEMRX1SHYPIMWHIWMKRIHXSTVSZMHI]SYVSVKERMWEXMSR[MXLGPIEVJIIHFEGOERH
incorporates key features for the submission, inspection, monitoring as well as
resolution of complaints. Complaints, queries, and feedback can be submitted to the
W]WXIQ [MXL RSXMƼGEXMSR TVSZMHIH F] 717 SV )QEMP 8LI WXEXYW SJ FSXL VIWSPZIH ERH
unresolved complaints can be tracked, with users able to provide a service rating.
8LI -RWTIGXMSR WYFQSHYPI EPPS[W JSV XLI QEREKIQIRX SJ XLI TVMQEV] MRWTIGXMSR
GSQTPEMRX EW [IPP EW GSQQMXXII VIZMI[W MRGPYHMRK UYIVMIW  ERH ƼREP MRWTIGXMSR %
complaint statement is created during the process and another statement is created
when the resolution decision is approved.

Key Components:
Complaint Submission

'SQTPEMRX1SRMXSVMRK

'SQTPEMRX-RWTIGXMSR

Complaint Resolution
COMPLAIN
BOX

9łăáŧ¾ğ×áΟ]ĦÝœĘá
8LI +VMIZERGI MRGSVTSVEXIW QER] WMQMPEV JIEXYVIW SJ XLI 'SQTPEMRX 1SHYPI FYX MW
SVMIRXIHJSVKVMIZERGIVIPEXIHEGXMSRW8LIW]WXIQTVSZMHIWXLIEFMPMX]XSXVEGOKVMIZERGI
submission, status (of both resolved or unresolved grievances), queries and feedback
[MXLRSXMƼGEXMSRWTVSZMHIHZME717ERHIQEMP
9WMRKXLIWEQIXIGLRSPSK]EWXLI'SQTPEMRX1SHYPIXLIMRWTIGXMSRWYFQSHYPIEPPS[W
for the management of the primary inspection, complaint as well as committee reviews
MRGPYHMRK UYIVMIW  ERH ƼREP MRWTIGXMSR % KVMIZERGI WXEXIQIRX MW GVIEXIH HYVMRK XLI
process and another statement is generated when the resolution decision is approved.
Additionally, there is a service review rating available for users.

Key Components:
Grievance Submission

+VMIZERGI1SRMXSVMRK

+VMIZERGI-RWTIGXMSR

Grievance Resolution
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łÖăŎł¾ŎăĦğΟ]ĦÝœĘá
8LI%VFMXVEXMSR1SHYPIEPPS[WJSVXLIQEREKIQIRXERHFMPPMRKSJXLIEVFMXVEXMSRTVSGIWW
As arbitrators may be required to resolve complaints or grievances CNS has developed a
comprehensive tool for both the management of arbitrators and the management of
billing related to arbitration.

łÖăŎł¾ŎĦłΟ]¾ğ¾÷áĞáğŎ
8LI %VFMXVEXSV 1EREKIQIRX TSVXEP
allows for the assigning of an Arbitrator
and the automatic generation of an
%VFMXVEXSV EWWMKR PIXXIV 8LI 'EWI
1EREKIQIRX (EWLFSEVH TVSZMHIW ER
SZIVZMI[ SJ XLI GEWI TVSƼPI ERH XLI
case status can be updated by the
EVFMXVEXSV 8LMW (EWLFSEVH EPWS EPPS[W
the uploading, importing, and exporting
SJHSGYQIRXW4(*ƅWMQEKIWERHSXLIV
attachments.

ăĘĘăğ÷Ο]¾ğ¾÷áĞáğŎ
'27ƅ &MPPMRK 1EREKIQIRX 8SSPW EVI MR
operation at a large number of
organisations across Bangladesh and
have been developed in line with the
PEXIWX XIGLRSPSKMIW -R XLI 'SRXI\X SJ
Arbitration for the Grievance and
Complaint Redressal System it allows
for Arbitrator bills to be created,
submitted, reviewed, and then approved
by the designated authorities.

}łĦņá×œŎăĦğΟ]ĦÝœĘá
*SV WTIGMƼG GSQTPEMRXW ERH KVMIZERGIW 4VSWIGYXSVW QE] FI VIUYMVIH XS VIWSPZI
outstanding cases and as such CNS has developed a comprehensive tool for both the
management and billing of Prosecutor related activities.

}łĦņá×œŎĦłΟ]¾ğ¾÷áĞáğŎ
8LI 4VSWIGYXSV 1EREKIQIRX TSVXEP
allows for the assigning of a Prosecutor
and the automatic generation of a
4VSWIGYXSV EWWMKR PIXXIV 8LI 'EWI
1EREKIQIRX (EWLFSEVH TVSZMHIW ER
SZIVZMI[ SJ XLI GEWI TVSƼPI ERH XLI
case status can be updated by the
4VSWIGYXSV8LMW(EWLFSEVHEPWSEPPS[W
the uploading, importing, and exporting
SJHSGYQIRXW4(*ƅWMQEKIWERHSXLIV
attachments.

ăĘĘăğ÷Ο]¾ğ¾÷áĞáğŎ
'27ƅ &MPPMRK 1EREKIQIRX 8SSPW EVI MR
operation at a large number of
organisations across Bangladesh and
have been developed in line with the
PEXIWX XIGLRSPSKMIW -R XLI 'SRXI\X SJ
Prosecutor management for the
Grievance and Complaint Redressal
System it allows for Prosecutor bills to
be created, submitted, reviewed, and
then approved by the designated
authorities.
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Reporting
Tools
CNS has developed a series of powerful reporting and monitoring tools based on our
three decades of experience in delivering for Government clients. In addition to providing
the ability to check Life and Non-life Complaint and Grievance Status’ users can also
check Category Wise Case and Arbitration/Mediation Detail. Furthermore, these tools
allow designated system administrators and users to generate a range of reports
including but not limited to:
Complaint and Grievance
Statistical Report

Complaint and Grievance
Status Report

Complaint and Grievance
Detail Report

Compliant and Grievance
Monitoring Report

Reviewer Wise Complaint
Report

Primary Complaint
Inspection Report

Complaint and Grievance
Statement

Prosecutor Wise
Attendance Register

Final Complaint and Grievance
Report

Prosecutor Bill
Summary Report

Daily Court Activity Report

Statistical Case Report
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CONTACT US

Inquiries
Phone: +880 9610 990995
inquiries@cnsbd.com
www.cnsbd.com
Plot No. 1098, Road No. 6/D, Avenue 08, DOHS Mirpur, Dhaka-1216
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The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of
any particular individual or entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can
be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be
accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate professional advice after a
thorough examination of the particular situation.
© 2021 CNS. All rights reserved. CNS refers to the ﬁrm Computer Network Systems (CNS) Limited. Please
see www.cnsbd.com for further details.

